
The sensitivity to ethyl ether of 25 viruses was ex-
amined by a uniform technique:Those tested were
either very sensitive or highly resistant. The find-
ings may be of value in any attempt at virus classi-
fication. [The SCla indicates that this paper has
been cited in over 310 publications since 1955)
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nomenclature that I and many others, espe-
cially animal virologists, considered to be on
the wrong lines, relying, as it did, on patho-
logical changes and symptoms produced in
infected hosts. There seemed a danger that
virus taxonomy wouldget off “on the wrong
foot,” so I managed to persuade the Interna-
tional Committee for Bacteriological No-

_________________________________ menclature to turn its attention to viruses.
- Accordingly, it constituted a subcommittee

to consider virus taxonomy and appointed
me its first chairman. This met at the fifth
International Congress of Microbiology at
Rio de janeiro in 1950.

The subcommittee suggested eight crite-
ria, based on properties considered to beof
most value in virus classification. Of pri-
mary importance were those concerning the
intrinsic properties of the virion: size, shape,
structure, and chemical composition. Patho-
logical effects and symptoms produced in
infected hosts were thought to be of much

In 1948 I was working at the National In- less importance. A few virus groups were
stitute for Medical Research at Hampstead suggested as being worth careful study as
(London) on the sensitivity of vaccinia virus potential families or genera.
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Someof these

to ether. It seemed worthwhile to apply the corresponded with the groups indicated in
uniform technique that had been devised to - our 1949 paper.
other viruses. Dorothy Horstmann, a visiting These first steps toward a taxonomy of vi-
worker from Yale, joined me in this project. ruses were followed at successive interna-
We divided between us the available vi- tional congresses by modification and exten-
ruses. Tissue suspensions or filtrates were ti- sion until most viruses could be placed, at
trated in experimental animals or tissue cul- least provisionally, in an orderly scheme.
tures before and after the treatment. The Later it was agreed that, as viruses were not
viruses tested fell into one of two groups: bacteria, a Virus Nomenclature Committee
either the titre was reduced 1,000-fold or should be formed, independent of the bac-
more, or else it was quite unaffected. teriological one. The scheme proposed de-

One of us (CHA) had collaborated with termined the arrangement of viruses in a
W.J. Elford and others in estimating the sizes book I wrote in 1964 entitled Viruses of Ver-
of viruses, using the collodion membranes of tebrates.’ This is now in its fourth edition.
various pore sizes that he had devised.
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H.G. Pereira and others collaborated in cdi-

When we put together those values with the tionsafter the first.
results of the experiments with ether, it Today, virologists will automatically
seemed that the agents tested could be place the agents they are studying in their
roughly placed in eight groups. One of proper place among the viruses. I venture to
these, containing agents related to psittaco- feel that present acceptance of this orderly
sis, is no longer included with the true arrangement owes not a little to the stimulus
viruses. This work greatly stimulated my in- of our 1949 paper, at least as far as animal
terest in virus classification, viruses are concerned. Doubtless, this ex-

At about this time, F.O. Holmes
2

had pub- plains why that paper has been so frequently
lished a scheme for virus classification and cited.
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